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Points of view & Insights 

Foster the emergence of innovation through a structured, 

transverse and sustainable approach 

More and more companies are approaching innovation through dedicated processes, with a full 

functional dimension. Innovation cells are set up – often with success – and bring a creative 

dimension to the culture of these companies. 

Nevertheless, innovation is often hampered by too long development times, by the difficulty of 

defining a project portfolio management method and by the lack of a risk culture. Poor 

integration of the innovation process within organizations or a clear lack of coordination 

indicate the need to rethink the management of innovation activities. 

Setting up a successful innovation organization involves 3 key steps: 

• Step 1: identify the need and potential sources of innovation in the company 

• Step 2: promote the diffusion of innovation by "breaking down silos" in the organization 

• Step 3: pilot and optimize the performance of innovation activities 

Step 1: identify the need and potential sources of innovation in the company 

Define the need 

To identify the appropriate innovation structure, it is useful to define the need in terms of 

innovation (typology) and, depending on the scale of the need, the levers of actions that are 

possibly associated: 

Innovation typology  Innovation levers 

• Technology 

• Process 

• Product, Service, Usage 

• Sales & Marketing 

• Business Model 

• Social 

 
• Re-use 

• Incremental innovation 

• Breakthrough innovation 

• Co-Innovation 

• External idea / Internal project 

• … 

Once the need and the subject specified (e.g. product innovation by breakthrough), it becomes 

possible to consider the establishment of a dedicated organization. Of course, it is possible to 

appeal, for the same need, to several levers of innovation. 
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As such, many examples can be found in the literature of dedicated structures that have proved 

their worth (see benchmark in Appendix). 

Identify potential sources of innovation 

Any company, whatever the level of its available competences and resources, is a priori capable 

of innovating. On the other hand, not all have made an inventory of their creative strengths, nor 

the link with their needs in terms of innovation. Establishing the overall scheme of the company 

creative functions is a necessary step to identify the skills to be engaged and to prepare the 

integration of future innovation processes. 

Example of key skills to be mobilized according to the typology of innovation for an industrial type company 

To do this, the functions of the company are detailed as well as their interactions in a block 

diagram that reflects the general organization of the company and areas where innovation can 

intervene. For example, the diagram here above specifies the relevance of the watch on 

technological, product and process innovation typologies. 

When company already has structures that can generate innovations, it becomes useful to 

eliminate the hurdles that exist at the interfaces between the different operational functions. 

This will make optimal use of all available skills, regardless of their position in the organization. 

As part of an innovative product development process, while Engineering ensures the 

consistency and feasibility of the options taken at each stage of maturity, Sales & Marketing shall 

contribute to refining the objectives and trajectory of the next stages of development. 

In summary, to promote effective dissemination of innovation, it is important to have identified: 

• the maturity of the organization on the question of innovation 

• key internal structures in the diffusion of innovation 

• synchronization points in the progress of an innovative project 
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Frame the deployment of the process 

Before launching a cross-cutting innovation process, it is necessary to focus on the following 5 

themes: 

• Project oneself: 

Check the consistency of the innovation strategy with the general corporate strategy to 

avoid over-investment in the activity of innovative projects 

• Control: 

Distinguish the profitability of the innovation strategy and the profitability of the 

innovative project. Define specific indicators and objectives for measuring innovation 

performance 

• Manage: 

Involve all actors likely to generate responses to specific questions related to innovation 

and regulate the interaction 

• Invest: 

Implement an innovation program that anticipates the associated long-term burden 

• Perpetuate: 

Continually evaluate opportunities and idea generation 

 

Step 2: promote the diffusion of innovation by "breaking down silos" in the 

organization 

We have seen that the mapping of the company's processes makes it possible to coordinate the 

work of the various structures generating innovation. Knowing how to mobilize the right skills 

and resources at the right moment in the life of an idea and an innovative project according to 

their maturity is crucial for the performance of an innovation program. 

This approach will make it possible to define the scope of transversal activities dedicated to 

innovation. Once the mapping is validated, we can then define the objectives, the interactions 

and the deliverables of each function involved in the innovation process. 

Below is a diagram example of a company’s processes and functions, on which appear the 

contributions of the functions to the different entities and projects dedicated to the innovation. 
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 Example of transversal activities and interactions between different functions in the context of an innovation process 

It then becomes necessary to provide all the elements defined in the structuring step with a 

dedicated management process. It will have to: 

• Define and communicate the objectives in consistency with the strategic line 

• Assign resources 

• Facilitate creative sessions and communicate on reflections 

• Manage the pool of ideas 

• Propose projects that respond to an opportunity and a feasibility 

Finally comes the issue of deployment and sustainability of the process to ensure optimal 

performance. This performance will be measured by specific indicators to be defined with the 

greatest rigor: they shall consider the general impact of the innovation activity, whether direct 

(for example on products, business) or indirect (in terms of image, market share...). 

Step 3: pilot and optimize the performance of innovation activities 

Define the innovation function 

Innovation management requires a dedicated functional dimension. The sustainability of 

innovation activities is subordinated to the success of the projects that emanate from them, 

fostered by the upstream intervention of a multidisciplinary Innovation Committee. 
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The Innovation Committee shall have two main objectives: 

• Generate questions (that is, topics to be explored) 

• Generate projects 

Not only the performance of each project but especially the performance of the entire activity 

shall be questioned: upstream of the projects, the issues generated through the strategic asset 

they bring or the possibility to position them in relation to a need can be highlighted. 

The pursuit of these two objectives will have direct and indirect consequences for the company: 

• Direct consequences: Innovation Committee will be in charge of the value definition process 

(product, service), in line with the company's strategy, and identifying the skills to be 

developed to achieve it. It will be a link that will contribute to the overall innovation drive in 

the company. 

 

• Indirect consequences: the substantive work carried out by the Innovation Committee will 

highlight – through the questions generated – the stakes and challenges that the company 

faces and will in this way guide its strategic vision. If the fields of innovation are initially 

defined in coherence with the strategic orientation of the company, the fast evolution of the 

consumer expectations in terms of technologies or services greatly complicates the 

definition and the prioritization of the innovation subjects. They shall therefore be 

based on a solid understanding of the market maturity. 

Manage ideas, capitalize for the future 

During creative sessions, it is useful to withhold all ideas. The management of this idea pool then 

requires a suitable methodology. 
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With a pool of ideas associated with keywords describing the subject and the need, we can 

quickly create rewarding associations while avoiding duplicates and dead ends, which also 

requires documenting rejected ideas. 

Manage the project portfolio 

To launch only projects whose expected maturity and profit are consistent with the objectives of 

the company, a method of evaluation and monitoring shall be defined. 

The transition from the idea to the project shall be subjected to a rigorous evaluation of a 

criteria set that includes the removal of the blocking points, the remaining points being the 

subject of action plans. 

It is not a question of restricting creativity by rejecting a suggestion at this stage: there are no 

real workload involved. Rather, it is about launching projects whose viability has been 

satisfactorily tested. 
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Distinguish the management of innovative projects from the management of 

"classic" projects 

Knowing how to stop and capitalize on false starts is key to improving the overall profitability of 

innovation activity over the long term. Even more than for a traditional project, when a project 

enters the "innovative" category, it becomes necessary to involve all the actors who condition its 

success and this from the phase of its formulation, to share the risks. 

A possible decision to stop will have to document the remaining constraints for a future solution. 

Thus, the work done and the results obtained can be valued later. 

 

Conclusion 

The purpose of the innovation process is above all value creation: 

“Innovation is the specific instrument of entrepreneurship, the act that endows resources with a 

new capacity to create wealth.”  

Peter Drucker 

Innovation activities shall leave a large space for creativity and be part of an approach that 

mobilizes several components of the company. But the creation of value will become tangible 

only through the deployment of a rigorous management of innovation. 

As such, here are several examples of effective innovation management by companies that are – 

in our eyes – among the best on this theme. 
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Benchmarks on the organization of skills for innovation 

Company Organization Skills management Innovation levers Examples of innovation 

AIRBUS Program office 

Brainstorming and 
selection of innovation 
tracks 

Design-to-cost requested 
from OEMs 

Design delegation 

Marketing 

Technical 

Manufacturing 

Program 

Reuse 

Standardization / 
Customization 

Incremental evolution 

Extensive use of composites 

Braking system 

AIR 
LIQUIDE 

Ideas competition 

External collaborative 
platforms 

Investment in start-ups 

Dedicated structures 
(iLab) 

Innovation with the 
customer 

Research centre (350 
researchers and experts) 

Incubator of start-ups 

Breakthrough 
innovation 

Co-Innovation 

Precursor molecules 
(semiconductor manufacturer) 

Service station network 

Airbox lab: connected object 
measuring air quality 

AREVA Expertise recognized as a 
career path 

AREVA Innovation PME: 
R&T contracts for SMEs / 
SMIs, on call for 
applications 

1,100 experts 

15 domains and 90 lines of 
expertise 

External innovation 

Applied innovation 

Training simulator for event 
management 

3D control of complex surfaces 
without contact 

3D mapping of electromagnetic 
fields 

ORANGE Innovation lab: 
Identification of start-ups 
of interest for BU's 

      

MICHELIN Prioritization of the 
development portfolio 

Reorganization of the R & 
D process 

Corporate Innovation 
board, selection of 
innovations 4 times a 
year 

Open Innovation (being 
put in place) 

Concentration of resources 
(150 people on a project) 

Re-use Cross-climate tire 

Ever grip adhesion system: 
regeneration of grooves 

Dassault 
Systèmes 

Incubator of start-ups 3D 
experience lab 

Start-up accelerator via 
Out scale 

Competition made in 3D: 
refining the technological 
needs of start-ups 

A team of 25 people and 600 
products made available to 
start-ups  

Co-Innovation Additive Synthesis Construction 

Realization of surgical models by 
copy of human organs 

Ultra-scope 

Open source drone 

Bio-intelligence... 

Total TILT collaborative 
platform: competitions 
and challenges open to all 

In-house training in 
innovation since 2014 

Involvement of 
customers in the group's 
innovation policy 

Factory with start-ups: in 
the digital framed by the 
Marketing & Services 
branch 

Partnership with universities 
and laboratories 

Establishment of a support 
platform for the development 
of SMEs in the green energy 
sector 

Digital management (factory 
of the future): 10 starts up 
followed / 2 meetings a week. 
100 group executives 
involved in the selection 

Collection of ideas 
externally / in-house 
realization 

1500 ideas generated since 
October 2014 by the TILT 
platform 

6 projects realized: free Wi-Fi in 
the stations, car maintenance 
packs... 

Start-up plant: 10 start-ups 
carrying projects on the digital 
transformation of their company 

Décathlon Setting up a research and 
development centre to 
involve customers in the 
development of 
innovative products 

R&D  

Manufacturing 

Marketing 

Incremental innovation: 
innovation cycle begins 
and ends with customer 
tests 

2800 new products per year: 550 
engineers / 50 researchers and 
180 designers 

40 patents filed per year 

SAFRAN Internal innovation: 2 
research centres, 21% of 
staff in R&D 

R&D Participatory 
Innovation: Safran 
Innovation Award 
Competition 

12% of turnover invested in 
innovation 

64% self-financed research 

2nd patentee in France: electric 
taxing, 3D weaving of composite 
materials 

Morphowave (fingerprint 
recognition in motion) ... 
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Company Organization Skills management Innovation levers Examples of innovation 

APPLE In-house innovation: $ 
4,500,000 invested 
annually in R & D (2013) 

Marketing 

Focus on customer 
experience 

Business model: services 
around the product offer 

Breakthrough 
Innovation: iPhone / 
iPad 

Incremental innovation: 
iPhone 1,2,3,4... 
Capitalization on the 
breakthrough 
innovation represented 
by its products 

iPad (launched in 2010 and 20% 
of Apple's sales in 2011) 

AppStore / iTuneStore / 
Bookstore: 6.5% of Apple's 
turnover 

Kraft Involvement in the 
product marketing chain 
of suppliers, research 
centers, universities, 
customers, startups, 
competitors 

Online platform of open 
innovation: innovate with 
Kraft 

Complete mastery of the 
skills chain: R & D, marketing, 
distribution 

Product innovation extremely 
focused (13 ideas for 3 
products in 2013) 

Open innovation 

Reuse 

Risk-sharing 

Crowd-sourcing 

Broadcasting: 
dissemination of the 
problem on a large 
scale 

In 2013, 14% of the company's 
net revenues came from 
innovative products. 

MiO beverage mixes (additive of 
taste for water) 

Oscar Mayer Selects deli meats: 
butcher’s product range 

Velveeta Skillet packaged meals.  

Easy jet IT Engineering 

Collaboration with 
airports (including 
Gatwick, easy jet 
headquarters) for the 
development of digital 
solutions for easy jet 
users 

R & D 

R & D 

Marketing 

Business model: intensive 
development of the mobile 
companion, i.e. the services 
delivered by the application 
and the Easy jet website 

Collaboration 

Incremental evolution 

Standardization 

Personalization 

3D printing of airplane parts 
(combustion chambers) 

Inspection of aircraft cabins for 
ground tests by drones 

Real-time customer information 
and support at the airport 

Google  Collaborative innovation 

Google X Lab: Medium 
and Long-Term Research 

8 billion invested in R & 
D for a turnover of 180 
billion 

Collaborative innovation : 

Google makes sure that 20% 
of the working time of its 
employees is dedicated to the 
realization of projects that 
passionate them even if they 
move away from their main 
mission. 55,000 employees all 
sensitized and trained in 
innovation 

Collaborators 

Breakthrough 
technologies 

Personalization 

Standardization 

Reuse 

Incremental innovation 

Google glass 

Google car 

Custom search 
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